A s A RESULT OF RECENT THEORETICAL STUDIES on transport properties of gases by Hirschfelder, et al.,' and others,2 the dynamic viscosity (J.I), the thermal conductivity (X), and the mechanical diffusivity (D), as well as the dimensionless ratios Prandtl Number (Pr = Cp J.l/X, where Cp = specific heat at constant pressure), Schmidt Number (Sc = J.llpD, where p = density), anq X/-pCpDt may now be calculated rapidly and with a reasonable degree of accuracy both for pure gases and for mixtures of gases, provided that the temperature of the gases is not too low. This happy state of affairs does not seem to be realized by aeronautical engineers, and it is the purpose of the present note to call attention to it.
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The greatest error in these calculations arises in the determination of X, where the Eucken approximation is used. This approximation involves the assumption that thermal equilibrium is established between the translational and internal degrees of freedom of colliding molecules, an assumption that describes physical facts most closely at elevated temperatures. However, even at moderate temperatures, the calculated values of X are not in error, in most cases, by more than 2 per cent according to reference 1.
As an illustration, calculations have been made for Pr of dry air (80 per cent nitrogen and 20 per cent oxygen) and for Sc and X/pCpD for water diffusing into air, assuming that Cp (see reference 4), J.I, p, and X are those of dry air and that no diffusion by temperature gradient occurs. The results of these calculations * The calculations required for Fig. 1 were made with the assistance of E. Zukoski, G. McLeod, F. Hartwig, and J. Schroeder. boundary-layer calculations or the determination of transport coefficients in combustion chambers.
